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Executive summary

Getting on top of corona
A positive outlook for EM
The year 2020 was an annus horribilis for emerging
market (EM) economies, but that is history. Provided
that vaccines developed against COVID-19 work,
prospects for economic growth in EM over the next 12
months look better than they have done in more than a
decade. The only real reservation is that vaccinations
are progressing at different speeds in different
countries, which means that the recovery will not be as
synchronized as the slowdown was in the second
quarter last year. China will be the locomotive of
growth in EM, and Asia will emerge from the crisis
somewhat quicker and in better shape than Latin
America and Africa.
The recovery in the global economy and the positive
news flow that it will generate in combination with high
commodity prices ample liquidity will provide support
for financial markets in EM. However, we expect a more
limited upturn than was the case in the second half of
2020. Equity valuations are high and bond yields in
many EM countries are near records lows, despite
having risen in February and March. With gradually
rising interest rates, the EM currencies will become
increasingly attractive, but volatility will likely be high.
In addition to a country section outlining our outlook for
each of the currencies that we cover, this EM Explorer
contains five thematic texts.
China: China became the EU’s largest trading partner in
2020, narrowly beating the US. China’s rapid recovery
in 2020 propped up demand for EU-made products,
even as Chinese exports to the EU lagged exports to
other major trading partners.
Commodities: Since the lows in April last year there
has been a boom in commodities to the extent that the
phrase super-cycle has been brought up. The present
commodity cycle has some elements of such a cycle,
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but the driving forces are diverse and different
compared to the traditional ones. Green is the new
‘’non-classical’’ element that will change the outlook in
a material way for many commodities.
The US economy: The US economy is set to grow at the
fastest pace since the Reagan years. It will be driven by
massive fiscal stimulus and a Fed that is intent on
breaking with a history of persistently low inflation.
This spurt will create strong growth impulses to the rest
of the world but also a faster increase in yields as
markets adjust to a new landscape.
Vietnam: A successful handling of the pandemic so far
has enabled a continued economic expansion. Fiscal
consolidation has been put on hold, but government
debt remains moderate. Resilient exports and foreign
direct investment together with a build-up of international reserves has strengthened the external
position and reduced balance-of-payments risks.
West African Economic & Monetary Union (WAEMU):
The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic interrupted a
strong economic momentum, postponed fiscal consolidation, and compounded governance challenges. So far,
sizeable external support has helped to cover financing
needs. Now, regional growth looks set to recover
firmly, driven by consumer demand, as well as new
hydrocarbon projects and favourable terms of trade.
We hope you find the report useful and thought
provocative.

Per Hammarlund
Chief EM Strategist

Overview: Getting on top of the COVID-19 pandemic, finally

The recovery in the global economy and the positive news
flow that it will generate in combination with high
commodity prices and still-ample global liquidity will
provide support to financial markets in EM. Yet, we expect
the pace of the upturn to be more moderate than was the
case in the second half of 2020.

The year 2020 was an annus horribilis for emerging
market (EM) economies, but that is history. Provided
that vaccines developed against COVID-19 work,
prospects for economic growth in EM over the next 12
months look better than they have done in more than a
decade. Industrial production and manufacturing have
recovered relatively well since lockdowns were
imposed in several parts of the world in Q2 2020. Yet,
services and travel are generally lagging. Once
infection rates come down sustainably and restrictions
ease, services, the event industry and travel will grow
rapidly The only real reservation is that vaccinations
are progressing at different speeds in different
countries, which means that the recovery will not be as
synchronized as the slowdown was in the second
quarter last year. China will be the locomotive of
growth in EM, and Asia will emerge from the crisis
somewhat quicker and in better shape than Latin
America and, above all, Africa, which is being held back
by weak governance and security.

Prospects for growth in
EM over the next 12
months look better than
they have done in more
than a decade.

Even minor delays, disruptions or obstacles in the way
of a global recovery could cause market volatility in EM.
Broadly positive market outlook
Our EM FX spot index (19 EM currencies vs a basket of
USD 40%; EUR 20%; JPY 15%; CHF 12.5%; and GBP
12.5%) has been on a downward trend since 2011 and
we do not see that trend turning. Inflation is historically
low in EM but remains higher than in developed
markets. Most EM countries have flexible currency
regimes (albeit not all free) which in combination with
inflation will keep downward pressure on EM FX spot
rates over horizon of 1–2 years.

For EM spot rates to strengthen like they did between
2004 and 2010, a commodity rally driven by an
investment boom in a major economy would be needed.
India may become that country one day, but we do not
expect that to happen over our forecast period.

The recovery in the global economy and the positive
news flow that it will generate in combination with high
commodity prices should provide support to financial
markets in EM. However, we expect a more limited
upturn than was the case in the second half of 2020.
Equity valuations are high and bond yields in many EM
countries are near records lows, despite having risen in
February and March. With gradually rising interest
rates, the EM currencies will become increasingly
attractive, but the risk of high volatility is significant.
Emerging Markets Explorer March 2021 — 5

Overview: Getting on top of the COVID-19 pandemic, finally
Judging by real effective exchange rates (REER), EM
currencies are close to fair value in aggregate, or even
bit overvalued compared to their 50-year mean.
According to J.P. Morgan’s REER index, the EM
currencies have moved largely sideways since peaking
in 2015, leaving them well above the most recent low
in 2004. Nevertheless, with investor risk appetite
increasing along with a global economic recovery. We
expect rising interest rates to help nominal FX rates to
strengthen slightly this year. Such a scenario will be
particularly favourable for EM carry trades, despite
periods of expected elevated volatility.
Portfolio investment flows return
Record outflows of non-resident portfolio investment
from EM in March last year were followed by record
inflows in November and early December after the
election of Joe Biden as president in the US and news of
the high efficacy of vaccines under development. A
sharp rise in US long-term yields prompted large
outflows in February and early March this year. Data
are not yet available, but we expect the firing of
Turkey’s central bank governor on March 20 to show
renewed outflows in late March. Given that the overall
picture of recovery has not changed, we expect
portfolio investment flows to return within a month.

environmentally sustainable technologies. While ESGrelated requirements will present a challenge for many
EMs, demand for commodities, especially copper and
other metals will increase, which will benefit
commodity-producing EM economies particularly in
Latin America, but also in Africa.

Temporary increase in inflation
Food commodity prices have jumped during the
pandemic mostly for reasons that appear to be partly
related to distribution and transportation disturbances
and partly to increasing demand from China. So far, the
effect on EM inflation has been muted, partly because
of the dominance of China where high pork prices last
year brought up the base of comparison. In those
countries where inflation has increased, such as Russia,
Turkey and Brazil, rising energy prices and weak
currencies have also contributed. Nevertheless, we
expect rising commodity prices to temporarily lift
inflation in H2 this year. When restrictions ease,
however, price pressures should ease. If inflation rises
further and extends for longer than we currently
anticipate, it would entail a significant downside risk for
EM assets, especially currencies and bonds.

The rollout of vaccines, easing restrictions, moderating
inflation and improving growth prospects in the spring
and summer should turn the mood around and give a
boost to EM assets.
GDP growth, BRIC countries and EM sphere
Year-on-year percentage change
2019 2020 2021 2022
China

6.0

2.3

8.0

5.6

India

4.8

-7.1

9.6

7.2

Brazil

1.4

-4.1

3.0

3.5

Russia

2.0

-3.3

3.5

2.5

Emerging markets, total

3.8

-2.4

6.3

4.9

Source: IMF, SEB

Strong growth outlook, but slow vaccinations
Growth in 2021 will be the highest in at least a decade.
The main reason for the apparent spurt is the low base
of comparison when many economies almost came to a
standstill in Q2 last year. Yet, growth will also come
from increasing investments in new, more
6 — Emerging Markets Explorer March 2021

Surge in commodity prices to slow
Commodity prices have surged since March 2020 on
the back of rising global growth prospects and
especially increasing demand from China. Speculative
investment in commodities that are likely to be in high
demand during the transition to greener investments
have also contributed to the rally. Copper prices nearly
doubled between March 2020 and March 2021,
pushing them up to the highest in nearly a decade on

Overview: Getting on top of the COVID-19 pandemic, finally
anticipation that copper demand will increase as more
products including cars will be electrical. Rising
commodity prices are usually a sign of a strengthening
business cycle, which is positive for all EM economies,
even though it benefits primarily commodity producing
countries. The pace of increase experienced in the past
year is unlikely to continue, but with demand increasing
in China and gradually also in the US, prices will likely
continue to rise, albeit at a more measured pace.

A complicating factor if interest rates faster than
expected is the recent rise in debt in EM. It has been
driven by government borrowing, as well as by nonfinancial corporates. In a low-interest-rate environment
and accelerating GDP growth, most EM economies will
be able to manage servicing the debt. However, if
inflation and interest rates rise faster than expected,
countries where debt has increased sharply such as
Brazil, Turkey, South Africa, but also India and the UAE
could experience debt-market stress.

Risks: rising US yields and debt
The EM economies suffered large outflows between
the middle of February and early March 2021. The
retreat in EM assets was triggered, albeit with a delay,
by a sharp rise in US long-term interest rates with 10-y
Treasury yields jumping by more than 50bps. The surge
was the result of growing concerns about rising
inflation expectations (touching the highest since
2014) and risks of an earlier-than-expected rate hike
by the US Fed, a “rate tantrum”, of sorts. There is no
hard and fast rule that EM assets suffer when US yields
rise, even though, in theory, Treasuries look like an
increasingly attractive alternative to risk assets when
US yields rise. Accelerating growth and gradually rising
US interest rates usually are a sign of strength and a
boost to investor risk appetite, which often benefit EM.
Instead, the main cause of the EM selloff has been the
pace of the rise in US yields and fear of a disorderly
selloff in the US Treasury market. Nevertheless, a
sharper and higher than expected increase in US longterm yields could put pressure on EM assets, as it may
force central banks to tighten monetary policy to such
an extent as it may hamper the growth outlook.
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Increasingly important for the EU economies

China became the EU’s largest trading
partner in 2020, narrowly beating the US.
China’s rapid recovery in 2020 propped
up demand for EU-made products, even
as Chinese exports to the EU lagged
exports to other major trading partners.
Imports from the EU benefited from a
rebound in Chinese demand for Germanmade products. The jump in auto sales
was pivotal to German shipments to
China. A continued recovery of the auto
sector is crucial for the outlook for
European-made imports. The auto
association expects 26.3 million new
vehicles to be sold in 2021, finally
snapping a three-year contraction of the
Chinese auto market.

China became the biggest trading partner of the
European Union at the end of 2020. Total goods trade
between the two markets rose to EUR586 billion
(~USD710 billion) in 2020, narrowly surpassing trade
with the US for the first time since early 2012.
Previously, the US accounted for 6.3% of EU’s total
trade followed by China at 5.9% by end-2019.
However, EU’s trade with China expanded last year
even as trade with most of the EU’s major trading
partners declined amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.
China’s recovery propped up demand for EU products
in 2020. Although EU-China bilateral trade plunged in
Q1 2020 due to China’s strict lockdown, the rapid
release of support from Beijing reinforced the recovery
of trade in the latter half of the year. Even though
China’s exports to the EU have lagged shipments to
other major markets, Chinese demand for European
imports quickly gained pace. Consequently, China’s
bilateral trade surplus with the EU narrowed
substantially by end-2020. Although tight financial
conditions could limit China’s GDP growth and import
demand going forward, PMI levels remain in
expansionary territory. Indeed, PMI levels point to
rising imports. This indicates that the export-dependent
EU will likely continue to benefit from China’s
normalizing demand.
Imports from the EU benefited from a rebound in
Chinese demand for German-made products. Demand
for European cars, machinery and luxury goods boosted
the overall import bill from the EU. The investmentdriven recovery implied that demand for machinery
and mechanical appliance quickly turned around.
Although EU-made machinery had lost market share in
favour of US-produced machinery, it nonetheless
benefitted as China’s demand snapped back. Shipments
from Germany account for more than 40% of total
imports from the EU, followed by France at around
12%, Italy at 9% and the Netherlands at 5%. Although
Chinese demand for products by the 4 big EU exporters
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has been posting double digit growth in the last few
months, imports from the rest of the bloc contracted
throughout 2020. Despite the resilience in demand for
French-made chemicals, it had not been enough to
offset the weakness in overall imports until shipments
of cars turned positive in Q4. Meanwhile, Italy
benefitted from strong demand for machinery and
luxury items. Lastly, imports from the Netherlands
peaked early in the cycle, boosted by machinery,
chemicals and prepared foodstuffs.

In 2020, the jump in auto sales was pivotal to German
shipments to China. Although machinery remains
Germany’s top export category to China, it was the
soaring auto sector that contributed the most to growth
in German shipments. With a market share of 19% of
the Chinese auto market, sales of Volkswagen fell by
only 9.1% last year. Meanwhile, BMW and Daimler in
China shrugged off the continued contraction in the
largest car market in the world as they reported sales
increases of 7.4% and 11.7% respectively. Even
before the pandemic, German car manufacturers had
been relying on Chinese demand to boost global sales.
Amidst COVID-19, China accounted for 38% of global
car sales of the largest German manufacturers.

15–17% y/y in Q1 before easing throughout the year.
We expect output to rise 8.0% y/y this year, compared
to the 8.4% Bloomberg median forecast.
Policy support will be pulled back, but not completely
withdrawn. Beijing narrowed the central government
budget deficit to 3.2% of GDP from the 3.6% cap
imposed in 2020. The new deficit target remains
slightly higher than the average historical ceiling of 3%.
Meanwhile, the quota set for special local government
bonds, which supplement the central government
deficit, was cut to RMB 3.65 trillion from the pandemicboosted allocation of RMB 3.75 trillion last year. As we
had expected, the anti-COVID-19 special central
government bond quota had been scrapped. We
estimate the broad deficit in 2021 to narrow to 6.4% of
GDP from 8.4% last year. Although fiscal spending
remains expansionary relative to historical targets, the
fiscal impulse will turn negative in 2021.
The monetary stance will avoid a sharp reversal in
policy as it gradually dials back support. China set the
targets for overall credit growth and money supply
growth to “basically match nominal GDP” growth. This
is a relatively tighter target compared to the 2020
wording of “slightly above” the rise in nominal GDP. The
Q3 Monetary Policy Report of the central bank had
already alluded to moderating the expansion of
monetary aggregates towards nominal GDP growth.
We expect policymakers to continue imposing market
discipline with a higher tolerance for more bond market
defaults. Back-to-back credit events from the property
sector and local government financing vehicles have
already occurred this year. Defaults are likely to peak
around March and April this year, in our view. Even as
the average spreads on Chinese top-rated credit
remained stable, several planned bond sales have been
sidelined as a result of the rising defaults.

The recovery of the auto sector is crucial to the outlook
for China’s demand for European imports. Fiscal
support limited the decline in the Chinese car market to
only 1.9% y/y, leaving sales 25.3 million cars in 2020.
Although 2020 marked the third annual decline in new
vehicle sales, data from the China Automotive
Information Net show that sales have grown for the
past 9 months. The auto association expects 26.3
million new vehicles to be sold in 2021. Aside from
local government subsidies, the easing of number plate
quotas has already started to boost car sales.

Gradual removal of policy support
The annual session of the National People’s Congress
(NPC) resumed the policy of setting growth targets
aiming at “above 6%” for 2021 in a move to anchor
expectations. Despite the conservative tone of this
year’s target, the practice has been historically
important in setting the tone for various government
institutions that implement the overarching policies set
by Beijing. The “soft” target is a low bar considering
that annual growth prints will be boosted by favorable
base effects. GDP growth is likely to come in around

The overall policy mix will keep the yuan resilient. While
China is normalizing economic policy, the US is
preparing for another round of fiscal stimulus. Although
the renewed strengthening of the dollar has pushed up
USD/CNH to around 6.506, the yuan has strengthened
against the basket of its trading partners’ currencies. At
an estimated 96.78, the RMB Index is just shy of the
highest level since June 2018. We expect a stronger
yuan for the rest of the year, allowing the RMB Index to
rise towards 98.
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Green-super-cycle, anti-super-cycle or super-artificial

Since the lows in April last year there has
been a boom in commodities to the extent
that the phrase super-cycle has been
brought up. The present commodity cycle
has some elements of such a cycle, but
the driving forces are diverse, and
changing compared to the traditional
ones. Green is the new ‘’non-classical’’
element that will change the outlook in a
material way for many commodities. As
always there will be winners and losers.
The near-term oil market is superartificial as OPEC+ holds back supply to
support price but an anti-super cycle is
expected for fossils going forward. Other
commodities will benefit from a green
transition. Green energy is copper
intensive both in production and the need
to build new grids. Energy intensive
commodities such as aluminium need to
transform from fossils, creating a
growing market for green variants.

Commodities gaining. Amid the rally in commodity
prices since April 2020 the phrase “commodity super
cycle” has been thrown around a lot. Bloomberg’s
commodity index has gained close to 70% since the
low in April last year and now stands 26% above the
Jan 2017 to Dec 2019 average. Adjusted for a
weaker dollar, the gain is around 20%.
Subdued investment alone does not create a super
cycle. There is no doubt that there has been a subdued
level of investments in new metals production over the
past 5–10 years. That alone however does not create
a super-cycle in commodities. That is more of a normal
cyclicality in commodities where investments are too
high when prices are high and too low when prices are
low. A commodity super-cycle is much more extensive.
It is typically a period of several decades when
demand for commodities grows consistently above
average trend which then results in elevated
commodity prices as supply struggles to keep pace
with demand.
Post WWII, China and India? The industrialization of
Europe and the US were typically such periods as well
as they were rebuilt after WWII. The industrialisation
of China is of course the most recent commodity super
cycle. This phase however has now probably passed
the half-way-point and the most intense period. India is
likely to create a new commodity super cycle once it
starts its eventual transition from rural- and
agriculture-dominated living to instead an urbanized
society based on manufacturing. As the society
transits from agricultural to manufacturing, a huge
productivity surplus is typically released which then is
spent on commodity intensive building of cities,
infrastructure and factories. India is structurally
probably right at the doorstep of this transition today.
But whether it takes the step for real right now or in
10 or 15 years from now is hard to say.
Green is a new non-classical ‘’super’’ element to the
cycle. There are nevertheless elements of “super”
within the commodity complex today for other reasons
than the typical, classical super-cycles. We are talking
about an ongoing “Green transition” and the
consequences for commodities from this.
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demand growth and then a decline. Demand growth
will likely be below the historical rate rather than at or
above it in the decade to come, a development that
could be phrased as an anti-super-cycle for fossil fuels.

Copper intensive green transition. The easiest to
grasp is copper. To get to the “Green side” the world
needs a huge amount of new, non-fossil-based,
electricity. The world needs to go electric and it cannot
be based on coal and gas but instead on hydro, nuclear,
solar and wind. To a very large degree we are talking
about the latter two. But solar and wind are highly
copper intensive. The buildout of large geographically
areas requiring kilometres and kilometres of electric
wires. Also, producing one unit of electric energy from
wind and solar typically requires 10 to 30 times more
copper than what is needed if produced in coal-, or gasfired thermal power plants. Thus, selectively within the
commodity space we are likely to have before us a
Green-copper-super-cycle where the world is going to
need a huge amount of the metal to get to the green
side.

The near-term oil market is super artificial. When it
comes to the more near-term picture for oil one can
definitely use the phrase super-artificial rather than
super-cycle. The oil market today is totally in the hands
of OPEC+ which deliberately holds back some 5.4 m
bl/d of supply versus what can be considered normal
which is a lot. If it had not been for the very deep cuts
which began in May 2020 then the oil price today
would probably have been no higher than USD 30/bl
with inventories brimming all over the world. Instead
the oil price recently broke above USD 70/bl with
rapidly declining global inventories. But to put it mildly,
this is highly super-artificial as is totally the creation of
OPEC+. As we are still in lockdown and very few of us
are flying, global oil demand is still way below normal
pre-Covid-19 levels.
New and old oil price forecasts
USD/bl
Tenor

New

Old

Change

Q2 -21

67.5

57.5

+10

Q3 -21

75.0

65.0

+10

Q4 -21

65.0

60.0

+5

2021

67.4

58.8

+8.6

2022

62.5

60.0

+2.5

2023

57.5

57.5

+/-0

Source: SEB

Above ground is what matters. The logic for OPEC+ is
still that what matters for prices is how much oil there
is above ground not the almost infinite amount below.
Thus, by holding back supply the group has driven
down bloated inventories to just above the 2015-2019
average and oil prices have revived as a result. The
groups plan is then to revive output as global oil
demand increase later in the year and before US shale
oil production has time to rebound. Normalised
inventories will then ensure that oil prices stay at a
satisfactorily level also thereafter.
An upcoming green aluminium cycle? Another metal
of interest is aluminium. It is the third most abundant
element on earth, only surpassed by oxygen and silicon.
As such there is no shortage of aluminium even though
demand growth is super strong. But a large amount of
energy is required to produce finished aluminium. In the
world today about 60% of supply is based on coal-fired
power and the growth in supply in the past 20 years
has primarily been based on coal. In the years ahead
coal in existing supply will have to decline while growth
in supply will largely have to be based on zero emission
energy. That is going to be far less easy than the
previous 20 years when growth was based on coal.
Thus, some kind of super cycle in green aluminium is
also likely ahead.
The anti-super cycle: Fossil energy. Fossil energy on
the other hand is likely to experience a slowdown in

OPEC+ will have difficulties keeping US shale at bay.
US shale oil production is however likely to rebound
strongly even though OPEC+ and the rest of the oil
market do not hope so. In the latest Short Term Energy
Outlook (STEO), the US Energy Information
Administration (EIA) estimate that US liquids
production will rebound rapidly and reach 21.1 m bl/d
by December 2022. That level is equal to the previous
production peak in January 2020 pre-COVID-19. The
EIA added that they did not see any obvious shortage in
the global oil market in its outlook to 2026. In other
words, no super-cycle for oil in sight, according to the
IEA. Instead we have a super-artificial market where
the price is at the mercy of, and in the hands of OPEC+.
But the power to do what they currently do will
increasingly be eroded as US shale oil rebounds. Yet,
for now, OPEC+ is in control and the group is likely to
play it for what its worth as long as they can.
Emerging Markets Explorer March 2021 — 11
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Policy shifts create a new landscape for markets

The US economy is set to grow at the
fastest pace since the Reagan years. It
will be driven by massive fiscal stimulus
and a Fed that is intent on breaking with a
history of persistently low inflation. This
spurt will create strong growth impulses
to the rest of the world but also a faster
increase in yields as markets adjust to a
new landscape. The main scenario is that
inflation pressures remain modest but
changing policy priorities both in the
White House and at the Federal Reserve
mean that risks have shifted to the
upside.

Get ready for the Biden boom
The Democrat wins in the Senate Georgia elections and
a successful start to vaccinations have dramatically
changed the prospects for the US economy. GDP
growth is set to reach the fastest pace since the
Reagan years in the 1980’s. In our Nordic Outlook in
February we forecasted GDP growth of around 4.5%
and 3.5% respectively in 2021 and 2022. We have
now revised these estimates to around 6.5% and
4.0%. The strong outlook is based on a combination of
pent-up demand as the economy opens, massive
government fiscal support and still extremely loose
monetary policy.
The US has now administered at least one shot to over
a fifth of its population. This progress has been
reflected in a fast decline in the number of COVID-19
infections back to the levels prevailing in the fall before
the second wave. A too rapid easing of restrictions may
still pose a risk for a faster spread of especially new
mutated virus variants. Nonetheless, the US looks
likely to be able to normalize conditions earlier than in
many other countries, possibly already by late
spring/summer rather than as previously thought
during the fall.
The starting point for growth is strong, judging by
business sentiment indicators at multi-year highs. The
disbursements of the December USD 600 household
checks and extended unemployment benefits boosted
retail sales in the beginning of the year. A new package
of USD 1.9 trillion has now been passed by Congress
and new checks of USD 1,400 have already been sent
out, which presumably will have an even larger impact
on spending in coming months, especially in a gradual
opening up of parts of consumer-related services.
Consumer reaction functions will be key
Total fiscal stimulus over 2020 and 2021 amounts to
around 25% of GDP, unprecedented since the New
Deal in the 1930’s. Contrary to the earlier packages,
the Biden stimulus is more targeted to households and
includes new measures for poor and more cash
constrained households. Consumer spending behavior

g
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will be key for the outlook. Direct spending support to
households from the two recent packages combined
amounts to around 6.5% of nominal disposable
incomes. Together with high savings from last year and
an expected pick-up in employment and wages this
year, it has the potential to set off a surge in consumer
spending that would test the speed limits of the US
economy.
Current plans for US fiscal policy in 2022 do not
indicate fiscal stimulus anything near what we are now
seeing. This absence creates a risk for a fiscal cliff and a
sharp reversal in spending in 2022. While it suggests a
potentially bumpy road for growth ahead, that is not
our main scenario. We expect households to smooth
consumption over several years. The checks, which are
the single largest part of the Biden package, will
according to the White House reach 85% of US
households. Many of these have gone through the
COVID crisis relatively unharmed financially wise.
According to surveys of the first round of checks last
year households spent on average 40% with the rest
going to savings or paying off debt. A continued high
household savings ratio will dampen the growth
impulse for this year and support spending in 2022.
Altogether, we now expect consumer spending in 2022
to be back at just below the previous trend, which does
not suggest severe overheating risks.
More spending but also tax hikes in the pipeline
As regards fiscal policy, we expect another package
later this year focused on green infrastructure
spending. While this is likely to be financed to a greater
extent through higher taxes on high income earners and
corporations, we expect the green infrastructure
package to make a positive impact on growth next
year. Further, we believe the Biden administration will
try to extend some of the support measures for
households such as tax reductions and grants for
families and raised subsidies for health insurance.

Difficult balancing act for markets and Fed
For inflation, the outlook is mixed. In the near-term,
base effects are likely to lead to a sharp increase in
headline inflation in the spring but also higher core
inflation. Temporary upward pressure on inflation, as
the economy opens and until supply has managed to
adjust, is also possible. In the longer term, underlying
inflationary forces from employment, wages and
inflation expectations, will be decisive. The US labour
market remains depressed, with 9,5 million jobs still
missing from before the pandemic. The recovery in
employment is lagging compared to earlier recessions
but at the same time employment growth can be
expected to recover more quickly once the pandemic
loosens its grip on the economy. Wage growth has been
surprisingly stable in relation to the deterioration on the
labour market during the crisis. However, even the tight
labour market before the pandemic was not enough to
trigger serious wage inflation. We project core inflation
to stabilize slightly above 2% by end 2022, while the
Fed’s target measure, core PCE inflation, is expected to
decline to slightly below 2%. While this paints a
reassuring outlook for markets the strong stimulus and

lingering effects from the pandemic mean that the
inflation outlook is more uncertain than before. This
uncertainty is especially large in a situation where the
Fed is intent on pushing inflation higher. The need to
finance rapidly rising public debt is another cause of
concern, though partly offset by heavy bond purchases
by the Fed.
A dovish and data-dependent Fed
The Fed last year adopted a new monetary policy
framework with an average inflation target. The new
framework was not caused by the pandemic but has
clear dovish implications. The Fed now promises to let
the labour market “run hot” and not tighten policy
preemptively if inflation remains contained. The Fed
will also aim for an inflation overshoot for some time to
make up for a long period with inflation persistently
below the target and will overlook temporarily higher
inflation caused by pandemic disturbances.

In March, the FOMC members’ median projections
showed 6.5% growth by the end of the year, a gradual
return to the 50-year low of 3.5% for unemployment
before the pandemic and inflation temporarily above
the 2% target. Still, the median forecast continued to
indicate an unchanged policy rate near zero until end
2023. Asset purchases were left unchanged and will
continue at the current pace of at least USD 120bn until
significant progress has been made towards the Fed’s
targets.
Bumpy ride on the road to a new normal?
We expect the Fed to announce a tapering later this
year and start to cut back asset purchases in 2022.
This scenario means that rate hikes are unlikely before
2023. However, with scope for faster GDP and
employment growth, risks are tilted toward an earlier
start for tapering and consequently hikes. So far
markets seem more concerned about the Fed than
inflation, with the upturn in longer-dated yields driven
by both increasing break-even inflation expectations
and higher real yields. Rising real yields could still force
the Fed to step in, most likely by a shift in its asset
purchases towards longer durations, if the increase is
too fast and threatens market stability. But in the
longer-term, US yields will continue to climb gradually
higher as a Fed lift-off comes closer.
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Solid fundamentals support medium-term outlook

A successful handling of the pandemic so
far has enabled a continued economic
expansion. Fiscal consolidation has been
put on hold, but government debt
remains moderate. Resilient exports and
foreign direct investment together with a
build-up of international reserves has
strengthened the economy’s external
position and reduced balance-ofpayments risks. Despite years of
improvements, the banking sector is still
weak and a source of potential market
volatility.

Vietnam is one of the fastest growing economies in the
world despite a pandemic-related slowdown last year.
A steady pace of high economic growth has put
Vietnam firmly on investors’ radars. In the five years
prior to the pandemic, real GDP grew 7% per year on
average. In 2020, GDP growth slowed to 2.9%, held
down by the decline in global trade and tourism.
Despite the slowdown from 7% growth in 2019, the
country was one of the few economies across the
world that expanded. The relative strength of the
growth momentum is largely due to the authorities’
success, so far, in restraining the pandemic. Curbs
introduced early last year were soon lifted,
contributing to activity now normalising. Exports have
recovered strongly, driven by the sales of computers
and other electronics for which demand has risen
during the pandemic. Meanwhile, inflation averaged
3.2% last year and recently hit 0.7%, well below the
central bank’s 4% target.

FDI-financed manufacturing increasingly important
growth engine. The country’s export-oriented
manufacturing sector which has attracted substantial
foreign direct investment (FDI), has become an
increasingly important growth engine over the past
decade. Exports of goods accounted for about 80% of
GDP in 2019, up from 64% in 2014. In addition to the
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authorities’ continued work to integrate into the global
supply chains, the country has recently benefitted from
the trade diversion associated with both rising costs in
China and the US-China trade tensions. The country
joined three trade accords recently; the regional RCEP
and bilateral deals with the EU and the UK.
Growth is set to recover quite rapidly in the near-term,
although uncertainty around the main scenario is high.
Exports, mainly electronics is likely to be the main
growth driver. The trade agreements from last year
could add extra support to exports and foreign
investment activity. Tourism activity, on the other hand,
normally accounting for 6–8% of GDP, should remain
low. We expect real GDP growth to reach 7.5–8.0%in
2021. In the medium term, rapidly rising incomes will
lift consumer spending. Investment is also set to grow
strongly, assisted by high FDI, as exports shift from
textiles to higher-tech manufacturing. Longer-term
trend growth at 6–7% is very high for a country with a
population of around 100 million people, even for an
emerging economy.
Thanks to rapid growth, GDP per capita has risen
significantly over the past years to roughly $3,500,
which is slightly more than in the Philippines. Helped
also by a recent upward revision of nominal GDP,
Vietnam likely overtook Singapore and Malaysia in
economic size last year. Nevertheless, GDP per capita
and the level of human development is still low.
Strong external balances
External balances remained relatively strong last year.
Indications are that the country gained global export
market shares, largely at the expense of Asian
neighbours in lockdown. The surplus on the trade
balance grew to record highs as exports to markets
such as the US (the number one export destination) and
China held up well. The trade surplus was partly
overshadowed by a collapse in tourism revenues and a
drop in workers’ remittances (worth over 6% of GDP in
2019) and is estimated to have produced a broadly
unchanged current account surplus of 4% of GDP. FDI,
normally mostly supplied from Korea, declined
compared to 2019, although less than in the rest of the
region, helped by extensive investments by for
example Apple. The current account surplus helped to
boost international reserves. At about USD 89bn in late
2020 they were equivalent to roughly 4 months of
imports, which is adequate for a country with a
currency almost pegged to the USD (although officially
it is a “managed float”). External debt is moderate.
Delayed fiscal consolidation
Relative to other countries in the region, pandemic
related spending so far has been modest. Still, with
falling revenues and automatic stabilisers at work, the
broad government budget deficit rose from 3.3% to an
estimated 5.4% of GDP in 2020. The government has
reportedly been able to cover its extra financing
requirements without difficulty.
Public debt, including government guarantees were on
a declining trend prior to the pandemic. At 43% of GDP
in 2019, debt was moderate compared to country risk
peers. The higher budget deficit in 2020 likely raised it

to about 46%. This is still far from the 65% of GDP limit
allowed by law. As the government has been aiming to
increase the share of debt financed locally, the foreign
currency denominated share has steadily declined over
the past years to about 39% of government debt in
2019. Most of this is concessional debt owed to
multilaterals.

Weak banking sector
Vietnam’s banking sector continues to pose a risk to
economic stability and growth. The sector is large in
relation to GDP for a country at this level of
development. Prior to the pandemic, the banks’
performance was improving, supported by measures
such as a strengthening of the regulatory framework.
This was reflected, for example, in a steady downward
trend the share of non-performing loans (NPL) from the
high levels in the wake of the homegrown banking
crisis. Yet, the banking sector remains weak. First,
banks’ loan classification and provisioning have
frequently been unclear and, in the case of
classification, often underreported. Second, banks are
characterized by relatively low capital buffers. In
addition, issues such as connected lending and the lack
of transparency in government policies for the sector
make the outlook for banks challenging to assess.

Political and security situation
Decision making in the one-party country is highly
centralised, with limited transparency. This is reflected
in the World Economic Forum’s global competitiveness
index where Vietnam ranks 135 of 141 on “Checks and
Balances”. The government's successful management
of the corona outbreak thus far has strengthened its
support among the public. At the 13th National
Congress in early 2021, the Communist Party of
Vietnam (CPV) partially reshuffled its leadership,
increasing the number of party loyalists on the
Politburo at the expense of technocrats. Still, we
expect economic reforms, which have slowed in the
past year, should be revived in the near-term. Nguyen
Phu Trong remains general secretary, the Politburo’s
highest-ranking member. In a separate role, Trong has
in recent years overseen the government’s stepped-up
campaign against corruption, targeting various party
and state institutions.
Relations with China are complicated by clashing
territorial claims in the South China Sea. Following
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maritime incidents in 2020 and new Chinese measures
to strengthen control of the Spratly Islands, relations
have approached new lows. There might be some
easing in the cards, however, as Vietnam recently
called for resumed diplomatic talks.

the dong remains roughly 0.4% stronger than
November last year and looks set to remain stable for
the foreseeable future or even strengthen given low
inflation relative to trading partners and US pressure
for an adjustment.

Generally sound economic policies
While economic policy making is generally considered
sound, the quality of institutions and some areas of
governance are relatively poor. The business climate is
also a weak. Vietnam’s ranking in the World Bank’s
Ease of Doing Business index has been steady in the
past few years. It ranks better than for example South
Africa but lags countries such as Kenya. Issues relating
to resolving insolvency and corruption perceptions
remain particularly troublesome. On the other hand,
electricity supply, once a key weakness, has improved
significantly in the past few years according to the
bank’s index.

Climate change and natural disasters pose long-term
risks. Assessments of Vietnam’s vulnerability to these
risks often puts it among the most exposed countries in
the world. For example, INFORM ranks Vietnam as
being the 9th most exposed country of 191 to natural
hazards.

Benign long-term outlook
In the longer-term, Vietnam could potentially follow in
the tracks of China some two decades ago with
prospects of a similar strong development. It has many
of the characteristics that helped China reach middleincome country status, not least in terms of
demographics and potential productivity gains. While
the growth of the working age population has begun to
slow, it is still around 0.7% per year. In China it is now
declining. That said, both economies can improve
efficiency when workers move from low productivity
agriculture into higher productivity urban jobs. More
than 60% of Vietnam’s population live in rural districts.
In addition, expectations of continued strong FDI flows
should contribute to technology transfer, facilitating a
move up the value-added chain.

Given the economy’s high dependence on exports, our
benign outlook is subject to risks from a renewed
significant decline in global trade flows and the
disruption of global supply chains. Separately, in late
2020, the US Treasury labelled Vietnam as a currency
manipulator, although no penalties were applied. If not
resolved, this could have negative implications on trade
and foreign investment. The authorities had allowed
the dong (VND) to appreciate by almost 1% against
the USD between late November 2020 and the middle
of February 2021, before the US rate tantrum caused
EM currencies to drop and the USD index to jump. Yet,
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In mid-2020 Moody’s shifted their sovereign credit
rating outlook to negative. The shift was motivated by
delayed payments on government-guaranteed
obligations which were considered to reflect
administrative deficiencies. Since then, debt
management practices have reportedly been
strengthened. This and expectations that Vietnam may
benefit from ongoing global shifts in production, trade
and consumption following the pandemic, made the
agency revise the outlook to positive in March.

Theme:

WAEMU

West African Economic & Monetary Union

The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic Pandemic interrupts growth momentum
Real GDP growth in the West African Economic &
interrupted a strong economic
Monetary Union (WAEMU)1 dropped to an estimated
momentum, postponed fiscal conso0.3% in 2020 after strong yearly rates of 5.7% and
lidation, and compounded governance
6.3% during the 10 and 5 years preceding the global
challenges in the WAEMU. So far, sizeable pandemic. Whereas economic activity has been fairly
external support has helped to cover
resilient in Côte d’Ivoire, Benin, Senegal, and Togo —
even though the latter two initially were more affected
financing needs. Now, regional growth
looks set to recover firmly, driven by Côte due to higher dependence on travel receipts — the
countries that struggle with instability in the Sahel area
d’Ivoire, Senegal, and Benin (which have
have experienced a larger adverse impact from the
been resilient during the pandemic), as
pandemic. The outbreak has compounded governance
well as upcoming hydrocarbon projects
challenges in all the Sahel area, including the WAEMU.
In Mali, which has faced protracted governance
and favourable terms of trade. Yet, risks
challenges since 2012, a coup d’état in August
threatening the benign outlook include
disrupted economic activity and aid until a transitional
potential political instability, weaker
government was installed close to the end of the year.
external conditions due to rising global
Insecurity complicates rural development and in
interest rates, fiscal challenges, and
Burkina Faso security has continued to deteriorate as
tensions along ethnic fault lines have increased. Tiny
slower execution of projects and
and fragile Guinea-Bissau, which is a transit route for
development spending.
smuggling to the wider area, was also hit relatively
hard.

Growth to return to strong pre-pandemic pace
Regional growth should rebound due to several general
and country specific reasons. First, IMF-guided reforms
and more coherent national development plans have
gradually improved prospects for the private sector.
Second, monetary policy is accommodative and will
keep liquidity conditions relatively ample for
governments, banks and businesses. Third, terms of
trade are currently relatively favourable partly due to
a high price of gold (despite a 15–20% drop since the
peak in August 2020), benefitting in particular the
vulnerable Sahel states. Also, a recovery of cocoa and
cotton prices since the second half of 2020 offer relief.
Fourth, population growth generates consumption
growth, albeit from low levels.

1. WAEMU countries: Benin, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea Bissau, Mali, Niger, Senegal, and Togo
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As for country specific factors, Côte d’Ivoire’s
increasingly diversified and resilient economy, which
accounts for 40% of regional GDP, is showing signs of
recovery amidst robust growth prospects after
elections last October brought back the reform-minded
Ouattara government for a third consecutive term. An
improving business environment is strengthening Côte
d’Ivoire’s position as a hub for francophone West Africa.
The country’s comparatively diversified agricultural
sector has been resilient, and untapped mining
resources hold potential. In Senegal, which accounts for
15% of regional GDP, development of a large gas field
that is expected to come online in 2023, as well as
infrastructure projects and a resilient agricultural
sector will compensate for only a gradual recovery of
the tourist sector. Benin and Togo, which both are
profiling themselves as logistical hubs between larger
neighbours should benefit from large projects,
enhanced agricultural productivity, and improvements
of the business environment. In Togo, elections last
year, though unfair, passed without major disruptions
and Benin will likely see a second term for reformminded president Patrice Talon after the April election.
Benin is developing a pipeline together with Niger,
which is expected to increase oil production starting
this year, from 20tn barrels per day to 120tn by 2024.
In December 2020 Nigeria also opened its main bordercrossing points with Benin and Niger.

were affected. So far, they have been relatively spared
from more severe disturbances. Second, global
uncertainty could affect WAEMU trough trade,
financing, workers remittances, and investment
channels. Third, there is a risk of revenue
underperformance and a crowding out of productivityenhancing spending, which has been a strong impetus
to growth during the past decade. Fourth, socioeconomic discontent and capacity constraints could
result in reform fatigue (Benin, Togo, Niger, and GuineaBissau are discussing new IMF programs).

IMF programs on track before pandemic
Performance under coordinated IMF programs, albeit
uneven, have been adequate and satisfactory in
general, with particularity good performance in Côte
d’Ivoire, Senegal, Benin, and Togo, which have
enhanced macroeconomic resilience and seen
improvements of the business environment and
institutional factors. Before the pandemic the regional
government deficit tended to be below the maximum
3% “convergence target”, below-the-line spending was
reduced, and public financial management was
improved. After “GDP rebasing” government debt was
stabilising below 45% and the current account deficit
around 5%, while FX reserves were adequate.
However, although most targets under IMF programs
have continued to be met, government revenue has
underperformed and progress on governance has been
delayed by instability in the Sahel area. Key challenges
for current and renewed IMF programs include: (1) to
enhance revenues in order to maintain fiscal and
external sustainability, as well as to create more space
for development spending; (2) to strengthen
governance to facilitate private sector development;
(3) to strengthen the banking system and the local debt
market; (4) to deepen regional integration; and (5) to
strengthen public financial management.
External deficits contained, but debt has grown
The regional current account deficit has been contained
at an average of 5% of GDP over the past decade. A
stable transfer surplus of some 3.5%–4.0% of GDP has
partly offset stable trade-, income-, and services
deficits of 2%, 2.5% and 4.5%–5% of GDP,
respectively. Imports of capital goods, consumer goods,
and fuel have been adequately balanced by exports of
gold (about 40%–45% of total exports), cocoa (20%),
cotton (10%), crude oil (5%), nuts (5%), and other
minerals (5%–10%). But FDI flows at an average of
less than 2% of GDP continue to be modest in relation
to current account deficits leaving a 3%–3.5% gap
that has been plugged by external borrowing, which
has reached 33% of GDP with an increasing share on
commercial terms.

Downside risks and uncertainty
First, tremendous security, governance, and
development challenges in the vast Sahel area could
spill over in the WAEMU. They would become more
disruptive for the economy if key industries such as
mines, oil fields, larger plantations, and urban areas
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A current account deficit of some $9bn in 2020 was
offset by $2.1bn in assistance from IMF, $0.6bn from
the World Bank and Eurobonds of €1bn issued by both
Côte d’Ivoire and Benin, as well as around $2.5bn in
FDI, mainly into the extractive sector. International
reserves have stayed above 4 months of imports cover,
a level that is adequate considering the Euro-peg
arrangement.

Theme: WAEMU
ECO currency project
The ECO currency is a medium-term project at best and
will not affect the Euro-peg arrangement for the
foreseeable future. In July 2019, the 15 members of
the Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) agreed to introduce a common currency
named ‘ECO’, a project that is not likely to become
effective in the medium term since it has been difficult
for the main regional powers — Nigeria, Côte d’Ivoire
and Ghana — to agree and for the anglophone
countries to give up autonomy. As for the West African
CFA Franc (XOF) the peg to the Euro and the French
convertibility guarantee will remain for the foreseeable
future even though the requirement to keep 50% of FX
reserves with the French treasury and to have French
representative on the board of Banque Centrale des
Etats de l’Afrique de l’Ouest (BCEAO) have been
removed. Moreover, the fact that WAEMU flirts with
the idea of changing the name of the CFA to ECO, before
the West African Monetary Zone that originally
launched the idea, is a symbolic political statement.
Delayed fiscal consolidation, but debt is sustainable
A fiscal anchor targeting government budget deficits of
no more than 3% of GDP has been moved from 2020 to
2023. Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger and Guinea-Bissau will
aim to reach convergence one year later to
accommodate security spending in agreement with
IMF. Predicated on gradual consolidation, government
debt is expected to stabilise around 50% over the next
years, which is sustainable considering an interest-torevenue ratio of 14%, a lengthening of the maturity
structure, and manageable financing needs. However,
downside risks are considerable. The average revenue
base is weak of some 15% of GDP at the same time as

development-spending needs are substantial. Underthe-line spending and public sector finances are still
subject to weaknesses. The local debt market has
received a welcome boost during the pandemic but is
underdeveloped. External financing conditions, albeit
favourable for now, could change amidst global
uncertainty. The WAEMU countries are burdened by
high public wage and security costs. Debt is elevated in
Senegal and Togo, but Senegal has a stronger revenue
base and Togo has a lower share of external debt at
40%, and both showed a solid track record of fiscal
consolidation before the pandemic.
Dominant regional and foreign banks muddle through
The regional banking sector is heterogonous with
weaker performance among public and smaller local
private banks compared with the dominant regional
and foreign banks, which skews aggregated figures.
Non-performing loans (NPL) stayed flat in 2020 at
11% but will likely rise in 2021 following a typical lag.
The allowance for loan-repayment deferrals, which by
August 2020 accounted for 5% of the loan stock,
expired at the end of 2020. Equity-to-assets increased
from 6.6% in 2019 to 7% in 2020 on the back of a
gradual transition towards prudential Basel II/III norms
to be reached in 2023. But capitalisation levels are
nonetheless still weak considering risks and credit
growth around 10% per year. Yet, despite financial
pressure the dominant regional bank, Ecobank, and the
dominant foreign banking groups, Société Générale,
BNP Paribas, and the Moroccan banking groups, should
be able to muddle through as the economy recovers
thanks to manageable financials on a group basis and a
favourable support factor.

GDP
($bn)

GDP per
capita, $

Population
(mn)

HDI ranking
(1-189)

Doing business
ranking (1-190)

Gov debt
% of GDP

Côte d'Ivoire

62

2,281

28

165

110

44

Senegal

24

1,456

16

166

123

68

Benin

15

1,258

13

163

149

45

Niger

13

536

24

189

132

42

Togo

5.7

690

8

167

97

60

Mali

18

899

20

184

148

40

Burkina-Faso

16

769

21

182

151

46

Guinea-Bissau

1.4

767

2

178

174

78

WAEMU

155

1,198

133

Cameroon

39

1,493

29

153

167

49

Gabon

15

7,185

2

119

169

74

Rep. of Congo

10

2,128

5

149

180

105

Eq. Guinea

10

7,131

1

145

178

51

Chad

10

640

17

187

182

46

CEMAC2

87

1,475

60

Nigeria

443

2,149

219

161

131

35

Ghana

67

2,188

32

138

118

77

Kenya

101

2,075

55

143

56

66

Angola

62.7

2,021

34

148

177

120

South Africa

283

4,736

57

114

84

79

45

57

2. CEMAC (Communauté Économique et Monétaire de l’Afrique Centrale) countries Cameroon, Gabon, Republic of Congo, Chad, Equatorial Guinea,
and Central African Republic (CAR)
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China
Downside risks in 2021

China’s recovery is sufficiently on track, allowing
the government to moderate policy support and
focus on addressing structural issues. Yet, pockets
of weakness persist. As fiscal and monetary
support is gradually reined in, downside risks to are
intensifying for H2 growth. We expect GDP to rise
8.0% in 2021.

CPI

1Yr LPR

US/CNY

Recent data show a re-emergence of a gap between the supply and
demand sides of the economy. As expected, the January-February
activity data is benefitting from extremely low base effects. Looking
through the lockdown-related distortions, industrial production
continued to gain traction, rising above pre-pandemic growth trend.
The travel advisories in the run-up to the Lunar New Year holidays
meant a lot of workers stayed on their worksites, pushing up
production further. However, investment is sequentially losing
momentum with the continued moderation in infrastructure
investment. Meanwhile, limited travel was an overall negative to
private consumption. Although box office revenues during the
weeklong holiday period came out strong, spending related to longdistance travel slumped. The outlook on private consumption
remains uncertain. The deterioration in urban jobless rate by endFebruary underline the persistent slack in the labour market.
China’s tech companies are facing tighter regulation, likely ending
the regulatory arbitrage that Chinese companies have benefitted
from. After the derailed IPO of Ant Financial last November, recent
reports indicate that authorities are reviewing the finance-related
businesses of Tencent. Regulators seem to be intent to put fintech
companies under their financial regulatory sphere. Meanwhile,
regulators fined 12 other tech companies on anti-trust cases, which
include Tencent, Baidu, Didi and Softbank.

Key indicators and forecasts
2018

2019

2020

Last

2021

2022

6.8

6.0

2.3

6.5 Q4

8.0

5.6

Target

2018

2019

2020

Last

2021

2022

~3.0

2.1

2.9

2.5

-0.2 Feb

1.6

2.0

Next LPR

Now

2Q-21

3Q-21

4Q-21

1Q-22

2Q-22

Apr 20

3.85

3.85

3.85

3.85

3.85

3.85

Now

2Q-21

3Q-21

4Q-21

1Q-22

2Q-22

6.52

6.43

6.35

6.20

6.15

6.10

GDP

Although pockets of weakness remain, China’s recovery is broadly
on track. After the 2.3% y/y GDP growth in 2020, policymakers are
reining in some of the extraordinary supportive measures
introduced last year. The various targets set at the National
People’s Congress (NPC) in early March show that the authorities
are now focusing on addressing structural issues while maintaining
enough support to allow the recovery to become self-sustaining.
While we still expect GDP to rise by 8.0% in 2021, we are cautious
of the downside risks in the coming months.
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On 18 March, US and China concluded their first high level bilateral
talks since President Biden assumed office. After publicly airing
each side’s grievances, the meetings yielded no diplomatic
breakthrough. Market expectations had been low considering that
the two countries had little to agree on to be able to reset relations.
Although US rhetoric on China has become less volatile since
November, Washington seems to be maintaining a firm stance. So
far, the Biden administration has emphasized democratic norms
amidst allegations of human rights abuses by China.
The RMB index has broken above 96 and has remained supported
since the start of the year. Although USD/CNH has eased from its
late January lows, we continue to be positive on the CNH.
Fundamentals remain supportive of the yuan. A strong current
account will likely remain as exports are boosted by the global
recovery while lingering border restrictions will limit Chinese
overseas travel. Portfolio flows will continue, to be boosted further
by a new round of index inclusion by end-2021. A consolidation in
the USD/CNH is expected in the near term amidst rising US yields.
However, we expect the US Fed to keep financial conditions
sufficiently supportive, which will likely lead to a resumption of a
USD bear trend. Thus, we hold on to our USD/CNH forecast of 6.20
by end- 2021 with the RMB index rising further to 98.

India

India
Pulling out of recession

India is on a cyclical recovery after posting a 0.4%
y/y rise in GDP in the last quarter of 2020. We
expect GDP growth to reach 9.6% in 2021 as
domestic demand gains traction on easing
restrictions. However, we are wary of rising oil
prices which could exacerbate the widening of the
trade deficit in the coming months.

India’s economy exited recession with real GDP rising by 0.4% y/y
in the last quarter of 2020 (Q3 FY21), from a revised print of -7.3%
in the previous quarter. After two consecutive quarters of annual
contraction, the rise in investment propped up overall growth.
Household spending continued to decline in Q3 FY21, albeit at a
slower rate of 2.4% y/y. Likewise, government spending remained a
drag, with a second straight quarter of decline as the government
seems to be hampered by fiscal risks. However, there are
indications of a reversal of the fiscal stance in the near term.
Overall, domestic demand contributed 0.3 ppt to the y/y growth
print in Q3 FY21.
Externally, trade remained supportive for the third straight quarter.
However, we are wary of the impact of the higher crude oil prices
on the trade deficit. This will likely be exacerbated by rising import
growth as domestic demand continues to gain traction. Already,
imports rose for the third straight month in February, widening the
trade deficit.
On production, manufacturing has led the recovery. After five
quarters of declines, manufacturing eked out a 1.6% y/y rise Q3
FY21. High frequency data indicate that the gradual recovery is
intact. PMI data, trade numbers, and tax collection all support the
rationale of recovery.
We expect the momentum in India’s vaccination drive to improve
further in the coming quarters. Additional easing of restrictions is
critical to sustain the pace of recovery. Thus, we are closely
watching the number of daily COVID-19 cases, which rose again in
February due to a surge of infections in several states. This has the
led government to announce localized lockdowns.

Key indicators and forecasts
2018

2019

2020

Last

2021

2022

7.3

4.8

-7.4

0.4 Q4

9.6

7.2

Target

2018

2019

2020

Last

2021

2022

4.0 (±2)

4.0

3.7

6.6

5.0 Feb

4.6

4.0

Now

2Q-21

3Q-21

4Q-21

1Q-22

2Q-22

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

2Q-21 3Q-21

4Q-21

1Q-22

2Q-22

72.5

72.3

72.5

GDP

CPI

Next MPC
Policy rate

Apr 7

Now
USD/INR

72.6

72.9

72.7

The domestic price of fuel has recently surged. Combined with
higher food prices, headline inflation remains in the upper half of the
central bank’s target range. At the same time, core inflation is still
elevated, indicating that the price pressures from COVID-related
costs are passing through to the retail market. We expect headline
inflation to average 4.6% y/y in 2021. Although it remains above
target, it is off the 2020 highs. For now, this will provide space for
the central bank to maintain its supportive stance. However, we
acknowledge the risk that pressure to normalize policy may emerge
should the pace of recovery substantially increase.
Equity flows remain strong, providing support to the rupee.
Although the rising crude oil environment and a gradual recovery in
domestic will be a risk on the external payments position, this could
prompt the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to tolerate more
appreciation in the currency. Even so, we still expect USD/INR to
approach 72.5 by end-2021
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Indonesia

Indonesia

Indonesia’s GDP continued to contract in Q4, taking the full year
2020 print to -2.1% y/y. This is the first annual decline since the
Asian Financial Crisis. We expect the y/y growth to return to positive
territory only in Q2 2021, when base effects are much more
flattering. Considering the uninspiring economic momentum, we
hold on to our 4.4% y/y growth forecast for 2021. However, we
expect the recovery to gain more traction in 2022 with GDP rising
by 4.7% y/y.

Lagging recovery

Activity is improving. Private spending, investment, exports and
imports all posted narrower y/y contractions in Q4. Government
spending remained expansionary, though the momentum has
already eased.

Growth in Indonesia is hampered by uncontained
COVID-19 outbreaks. Although vaccination has
commenced, it is coming in slower than expected.
We expect GDP to rise 4.4% in 2021, keeping
output below pre-pandemic levels.

Looking ahead, the near-term outlook remains lacklustre. The
pandemic is still unchecked leading the government to re-impose
tighter social distancing measures. Mobility indicators as of March
at 24.5% below baseline are marginally worse than in Q4. Although
the vaccination programme began in January, the roll-out has been
slower than expected.
Weak domestic demand has led to subdued inflation prints.
Headline inflation in February is at 1.38% y/y, while core inflation
has been declining for 11 straight months to 1.53%. Although low
base effects and some supply-side factors may push up price gains
in the near term, weak demand-pull pressures are likely to cap the
rise in inflation.
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In February, Bank Indonesia (BI) delivered a 25bps cut to its policy
rate to 3.50%. With risks around US yields still tilted to the upside,
the space for further rate cuts has now closed, in our view. Yet,
there are still no signs of a turn in the soft credit growth. Thus, the
soft inflation outlook and delayed economic recovery warrant
persistent policy support. Should the economy require even more
accommodation, BI will likely utilize more macroprudential policy
and QE to improve its policy transmission. BI continues to support
the government’s fiscal spending. Meanwhile, the central bank
eased the property loan-to-value ratio to 100% at its last policy
meeting. It also removed down payment requirements for car
purchases. The move came on top of tax incentives announced in
early February, designed to boost auto sales. The two policies on
auto purchases will be effective through end-2021.
Since the US bond selloff in mid-February, the rupiah has declined
more than 5% against the USD. Yet, the move pales in comparison
with the sharp declines in 2013. Indonesia’s external position is
more robust now. Even so, downside risks to rupiah persists so long
as US yields continue to rise. While the market is frontrunning the
Fed for now, we believe the Fed is unlikely to allow a substantial
tightening in the financial conditions to persist. For now, we
continue to expect USD/IDR to go towards 13600 by end-2021.

South Korea

South Korea
Recovery gains ground

South Korea’s economy continues to improve. Although activity
indicators briefly deteriorated in mid-February, it has since
recovered significantly. Mobility around retail shops and recreation
facilities are now only 2% lower than the pre-pandemic baseline.
Considering the momentum of recovery, we now expect South
Korea’s GDP to rise 3.4% y/y in 2021, followed by a moderation to
2.8% in 2022.
Average daily COVID-19 cases are around the 450 level, a
significant improvement from the peak of 1000 by end-2020. Even
so, the authorities extended the current social distancing rules
through end-March.

The recovery in South Korea continues to make
progress. After a brief deterioration in mobility in
February, recent indicators show a resumption of
the upward trend. Exports continue to lead the
recovery, though it has had little impact on job
creation. The government expects to reach herd
immunity by November.
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The government began its vaccination program on 26 February. As
of 21 March, there have been 675,426 doses of vaccines
administered, covering around 1.3% of the population. Seniors aged
above 65 years account for around 16% of the population, putting
South Koreas population as one of the oldest in Asia.
The recovery continues to be led by exports. Even so, it has had
little impact on the labor market. Although the unemployment rate
declined in February, the outlook for the labor market remains
challenging. The services sector remains vulnerable to new
infection waves, but the resumption of the government’s jobcreation program could provide some support. The government’s
latest extra budget total KRW15 trillion and most will go towards
helping businesses and workers impacted by the pandemic.
However, looking forward, employment generation in the private
sector remains crucial.
Bank of Korea (BOK) kept its policy rate steady at 0.50% in
February and the last time the central cut its policy rate was in May
2020. While further rate cuts are unlikely, we expect the BOK to
keep the rates steady through end-2022. Although South Korea has
kept a tight lid on its fiscal deficits before the pandemic began in
2020, the government’s plan to issue KRW9.9 trillion (USD8.8
billion) in bonds to finance another extra budget will likely put
upward pressure on bond yields. After the sell-off in US Treasuries
in February, the central bank announced that it plans to ramp up
bond purchases over an extended period to prevent financial
conditions from tightening significantly.
The Korean won has been the worst performing currency in the EM
Asian currency suite so far this year, having lost almost 4% against
the dollar. Although foreign bond flows have remained strong,
equity flows remain in the negative territory year-to-date. This has
been exacerbated by the jump in local equity investment outflows.
These peaked at USD5.2 billion in January, easing to USD3.2 billion
in February. Reports indicate a further moderation in local outflows
in March, tempered by the slowing gains in US equities. Outflows
related to the retail sector have had a rise in correlation with the
monthly performance of US equity indices since the pandemic
restrictions began. We expect USD/KRW to approach 1 075 by end
2021. Although we hold on to our bear dollar theme for the
remainder of the year, won bulls may need to wait to re-enter the
position until dollar softness returns. Among EM Asian currencies,
the won has a high sensitivity to overall market sentiment.
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Malaysia

Malaysia

The reinstatement of some restrictions on 13 January highlights the
challenges to Malaysia’s recovery. The government was compelled
to tighten controls on the back of the worst wave of infections so far
during the pandemic. Although some controls were relaxed in most
parts of the country by mid-February, a subdued Q1 GDP print is
certain. The government estimates that the impact of the second
round of restrictions will be one-third of the first round imposed in
March-May 2020. Even so, high frequency indicators suggest a
deeper decline than that assessment in Q1 2021 from the Q4 print.
At this point, we expect GDP to rise by 5.7% in 2021 coming from
the 5.5% contraction in 2020. Meanwhile, the government expects
GDP to rise by 6.5%-7.5% in 2021.

Hoping for better
data in Q2
Reinstated restrictions in January put a further
dampener on Malaysia’s recovery. Although some
controls were relaxed in mid-February, Q1
numbers are likely to be sombre. Data will improve
by Q2 on base effects and the roll out of vaccines.
Rising oil prices will support the ringgit.

We expect data to improve by Q2 when base effects are more
flattering. The government officially commenced the rollout of
vaccinations on 24 February. We expect this to improve local
sentiment and aid the recovery in economic activity.
Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) kept its policy rate steady at 1.75%
on 4 March. The last time the BNM cut its interest rate was in July
2020. While growth risks are still to the downside, we believe the
threshold for further rate cuts is much higher now than in 2020. The
impact of the 125 bps cumulative cuts in the easing cycle is still
flowing into real activity.
The government recently announced a further stimulus package
worth MYR 20 billion (USD4.9 bn). This comes on top of the
MYR322.5 billion support package released in November. Most
recent policies include (1) discounts on electricity bills until June
30, (2) tourism tax breaks until end-December, (3) a one-time
payout of MYR500 to the poorest 40% of the population and (4)
MYR 20 million grant for palm oil machinery.
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Substantial slack in the economy persists. Although the central bank
forecasts a temporary spike in inflation prints in Q2, it still expects
underlying inflationary pressures to remain soft throughout the
year.
Oil prices have risen substantially. With Brent crude oil at almost
USD70/barrel, it is now more than three times the lows in April
2020. The outlook on oil remains positive as OPEC+ will likely keep
supply tight amidst the improvement in demand. Overall, this will
continue to support Malaysia’s commodity exports. Moreover, it will
provide a buffer to government revenues. Thus, we expect
USD/MYR to approach 3.90 by end -2021.

Philippines

Philippines

Output in the Philippines remains far-below pre-pandemic levels.
Although the recovery is gaining ground, alternative mobility
indicators was still around 35% below baseline levels in early
2021. A technical rebound will usher in a 7.5% GDP expansion in
2021 before easing to 6.1% in 2022. Even so, output is unlikely to
return to pre-pandemic levels until H2 2022.

Local lockdowns
hit Q1 growth

Domestic tourism recently picked up on eased restrictions on incountry travel. Related web searches jumped in March, indicating
an improving outlook for the sector in the near term. Domestic
tourism accounted for more than 75% of total tourism receipts prior
to the pandemic.

Although the pace of recovery in the Philippines is
gaining ground, reinstated restrictions in several
local governments in the metros will dampen the
recovery. Weak domestic demand will keep the
current account in surplus in 2021.

However, various local government units in the capital tightened
restrictions yet again in mid-March. Although the government has
avoided imposing a second round of nationwide lockdown, the
resurgence of daily cases to more than 5,000 by March from the
average of 2,000 at the start of the 2021 led to reinstatements of
stricter controls. This will pare back some of the economic gains
made early in the quarter. Thus, we expect another negative yearon-year growth print in the GDP in Q1, before a return to positive
territory in Q2.
Meanwhile, vaccine rollout has been slow. Aside from the usual
delays in delivery, Western vaccine makers asked for
indemnification clauses included in their sales agreements with the
Philippine government. This was due to the court cases related to
the dengue vaccine rollout using Sanofi’s Dengvaxia years ago. As a
result, vaccine negotiations have become complicated and
protracted.
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Inflation has been steadily rising since October 2020. The shortage
in pork supply, along with rising crude oil prices, has led to breaches
of the central bank’s upper boundary for two straight months as of
February. Considering the persistently elevated unemployment
rate, demand price pressures are weak. Thus, we expect the
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) to look through the supply-driven
uptick in prices and maintain a supportive stance until domestic
demand recovers.
The central bank expects the balance of payments to post a surplus
of USD6.2 billion in 2021, equivalent to 1.6% of GDP. The estimate
assumes a continued improvement in external trade even with a
protracted COVID-19 situation on the ground. The current account
is also expected to remain in surplus for a second straight year at
USD9.1 billion. However, the forecast surplus of 2.3% of GDP is
narrower than the 3.6% reported in 2020. Overall, we continue to
expect the external balances to limit the effects of a continued rise
in US yields on the PHP.
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Singapore

Singapore
Leading ASEAN to
herd immunity
Singapore’s economic recovery continues.
Domestic virus cases have remained in the single
digits for several months. The vaccination program,
which began in January, will likely lead the region
towards herd immunity before Q4-2021. Yet, a
negative output gap will persist until borders are
re-opened.

Singapore’s economy continues to improve. Among the ASEAN-5,
the city-state is likely to lead the recovery towards pre-pandemic
output levels. Stringent contact tracing and regular testing of front
liners have kept domestic cases in the single digits for several
months. Strict 14-day quarantine stays in designated hotels for
inbound travellers have limited the spread of imported cases to the
residents. The country has not reported a new COVID-related death
since November. With its small population and efficient processes,
we expect Singapore to be able to vaccinate a substantial portion of
the population and achieve herd immunity well-ahead of its
neighbours. The vaccination programme began in mid-January and
the government expects to have enough COVID-19 vaccines for all
adult residents by Q3 2021. Thus, we expect GDP to rise by 5.9%
y/y in 2021, which is at the upper end of the government’s forecast
range of 4-6%.
Even so, the outlook for Singapore’s domestic demand is far from
certain. Social distancing measures were marginally tightened
ahead of the Lunar New Year holidays to limit the number of people
gathering to celebrate. While mobility indicators have broadly
recovered to average levels in Q1 2020, retail activity is losing
momentum.
In February, the government proposed to draw up to SGD 11 billion
in FY2021 from past reserves to fund its COVID-19 resilience
package. The deficit which is estimated to be around 2.2% of GDP is
much narrower than the 13.9% of GDP shortfall in FY 2020, which
will end on 31 March. This is the second straight financial year
Singapore will draw on past reserves, taking the cumulative draw to
SGD53.7 billion for FY20 and FY21. The government will extend
the jobs-support scheme for selected sectors including aviation,
aerospace, tourism, retail, arts and culture, food services and built
environment.
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Netting out the Lunar New Year distortions, Singapore’s non-oil
domestic exports (NODX) rose 8.4% y/y in the first two months of
2021. Strong shipments electronics and petrochemicals provide
support to total exports. We expect Singapore’s exports to maintain
strong growth through end-2021 on the back of a broad pick up in
external demand.
Overall, substantial slack remains in the economy. Considering the
heavy reliance on foreign travellers, Singapore is unlikely to return
to pre-pandemic output until borders fully re-open. This will require
the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) to maintain its neutral
bias in its currency band in April and October. Should global growth
accelerate in the coming months, coupled with sustained price
increases in oil and other tradable goods, there is room for the
Singapore dollar nominal effective exchange rate (S$NEER) to rise
towards the upper bound of the policy band even if the MAS were to
maintain its policy stance throughout the year. This would allow the
Singdollar to outperform its trading basket. Thus, we expect
USD/SGD to decline to 1.31 by end-2021.

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand’s recovery stalled in Q1. Social distancing policies were
tightened in January on the back of the worst virus outbreak so far.
After months of successfully containing the spread of COVID-19
among its residents, virus clusters appeared with links to a seafood
market outside Bangkok. The government declared 28 out of 73
provinces, including the capital, as high-risk zones. By February,
daily cases dropped substantially, though it remains higher than
average caseloads in 2020. Thus, we now expect Thailand’s GDP to
rise 3.0% in 2021 with a further acceleration by 4.7% in 2022.

Recovery stalls on
new virus clusters
Thailand’s relative success in containing the virus
took a blow in January. Although daily cases have
since trended lower, mobility indicators have
deteriorated from Q4 2020 through mid-March.
But the outlook on tourism is brightening. Even so,
the destruction of income will limit domestic
demand the longer the pandemic persists.
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The government commenced its vaccine program on 28 February,
with a plan to inoculate half of the population by end-2021. As of
21 March, it has administered 62,941 doses, around 0.09% of the
population. Thailand has one of the older populations in the region
with more than 12% of its population aged above 65 years.
While Thailand eased restrictions in several provinces, the
government has extended the nationwide state of emergency
through end-March. Mobility indicators show a substantial
deterioration through mid-March compared to Q4. Manufacturing,
which led the recovery in 2020, also pulled back in recent data.
Thus, we expect GDP to contract by 4.0% in Q1, not far from the
-4.2% print in Q4. A return to positive year-on-year growth is likely
to occur in Q2.
However, the outlook for the rest of 2021 for the tourist-dependent
economy is brightening. Aside the flattering base effects, the
continued decline in daily cases will allow the government to further
ease restrictions. The authorities are also preparing a step-by-step
plan to ease quarantine requirements for travellers vaccinated
against the virus. Latest reports suggest that mandatory quarantine
period for vaccinated tourists may be lowered to one week instead
of two. Even so, a full-bodied recovery in tourism may not be
possible until herd immunity is achieved. Thailand’s National
Economic and Social Development Council estimates around 3.2
million tourist arrivals in 2021, around 8% of the total intake in
2019. Even with open borders, domestic travel may not fully
recover until 2023. Household spending will be limited by the
destruction of income and savings throughout the pandemic.
The Bank of Thailand kept its policy rate unchanged at 0.50% in
February. We expect the monetary policy to remain supportive
through the year, expecting no change in interest rates. Although
activity has improved from the troughs in February, demand
remains far from pre-pandemic levels.
We expect USD/THB to slowly decline towards 30.0 by end 2021.
Thailand’s external payments position will likely deteriorate in
2021. Weak domestic demand will keep outward investments
strong. Although tourism will likely continue to improve in the near
term, it will not be enough to offset the shortfall in overall services
trade balance.
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Russia

Russia

The USD/RUB pair looks likely to trade along a gradually falling
trendline toward 71.0 by the end of the year. It will be supported by
relatively high oil prices generating a net inflow of capital and high
interest rates. However, the outlook is highly uncertain as US
President Joe Biden will take a different approach to Russia than
Trump did. In our main scenario, the US will avoid far-reaching
sanctions on foreign purchases of government debt or the Russian
central bank. Nevertheless, the threat of sanctions will weigh on the
RUB, keeping foreign investors cautious as seen in positioning and
stagnant non-resident holdings of Russian government bonds. If the
US moves to tighten sanctions significantly, the USD/RUB will likely
revisit the 80.0 level from November last year.

In anticipation of
clarity on sanctions
Threats of US and EU sanctions will weigh on the
RUB, preventing from strengthening despite being
undervalued. Nevertheless, relatively high oil
prices, increasing production and economic
recovery should strengthen the RUB somewhat
over the coming 6–12 months. Risks are primarily
on the downside.
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Russia’s economy is on a path to recovery. COVID-19 infection rates
have fallen to the lowest since last October. Social distancing
restrictions have been relaxed gradually since January, which have
presaged a gradual pickup in consumer spending. Nevertheless,
domestic demand for goods and services is still weak and running
well below levels seen before the pandemic. Industrial production
and manufacturing have been leading the rebound, rebounding to
levels from December 2020. However, monthly indicators from
January and February point to slower growth ahead. We expect
real GDP to expand by 3.5% in 2021, slightly above consensus,
driven by ramped up government spending in H1 and increasing oil
and energy production in H2 as global demand recovers. Russia is
hobbled by structural weaknesses such as corruption and a weak
justice system which will push back growth to 2.5% in 2022.
The rollout of vaccines has been slow so far with only roughly 6% of
the population having received a shot, despite Russia having
developed its own vaccine, Sputnik V. Yet, production has been
below expectations and some doses have been exported. The
authorities are aiming for herd immunity by August, but that goal
will not be reached unless the pace increases. A somewhat
worrying sign is that infection rates appear to have plateaued in the
second half of March.
The Central Bank of Russia (CBR) hiked its policy rate by 25bps
somewhat unexpectedly on March 19 to 4.50% due to higher than
expected inflation in January and February. The hike will mark the
beginning of a frontloaded hiking cycle, which should take the key
rate to 5.50% after the June meeting. Inflation reached 5.7% in
February, well above the 4.0% target. Also core inflation (5.0% y/y
in Feb) is rising, which will worry the CBR, as well as the Kremlin
which wants to control prices in an effort to remove reasons for
public protests. Inflation should moderate in 2H which should allow
the CBR to keep rates on hold throughout the remainder of the year.
Another upside risk to the policy rate and the USD/RUB rate is the
threat of additional US and EU sanctions, especially if imposed on
purchases of government bonds (OFZ). Yet, a complete ban on
purchases of government debt on the OFZ market is not in our main
scenario. While additional sanctions on individuals and defence- and
security-related organisations are likely, Biden will likely want to
keep his options open. In addition, a desire to coordinate sanctions
with the EU will likely limit the scope as will the fear of hurting US
and European companies as happened when sanctions were
imposed hastily on Rusal. Nevertheless, the threat of far-reaching
sanctions will remain at least until a US intelligence review about
the SolarWinds cyber campaign is concluded later this year. This
threat will constitute a headwind for the RUB.
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Poland

Poland

The PLN will trade on the backfoot over the coming weeks,
pressured by rising US long-term yields (a rate tantrum of sorts),
increasing COVID-19 infection rates in Poland and Europe, and, most
importantly, by the NBP’s desire for a weak currency. The EUR/PLN
pair will likely reach 4.66 in March/April. Yet, as the economic
recovery gathers momentum in H2 21, we expect EUR/PLN to move
down to 4.40 by the end of the year.

NBP wants weak PLN

The PLN will be under pressure in the first half of
the year primarily due to rising US yields and a
desire by the National Bank of Poland (NBP) to
keep the PLN weak. The NBP is sanguine about
inflation and wants to support exports. In H2, as the
economy gathers momentum, the PLN will
strengthen, pushing down EUR/PLN to 4.40 by the
end of the year.
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A stronger than expected end to 2020 has improved the economic
outlook for 2021. We now expect real GDP to expand by 3.8% this
year. Yet, a risk to the outlook is nationwide COVID-19-related
social distancing restrictions imposed from March 20. They are
initially set to remain in place until April 9, but with vaccinations
progressing relatively slowly (12% of the population had been
inoculated as of March 16, approximately the same as in Germany),
restrictions could be extended, which would weigh on growth. The
central bank recently upped its growth forecast for 2021, now
seeing growth of 4.1%. Their revision was largely explained by
expectations of stronger private investments, fuelled by new EU
funding, and household spending.
Looking towards the medium term, Poland has since long faced the
risk of having its important EU support cut under the EU’s coming
budget period (the Multiannual Financial Framework for 2021–27).
This would have weighed on investment and growth. However, the
Next Generation EU Fund (NGEU) has changed the outlook. It is now
likely that Poland will receive slightly more funds in relation to GDP
than was allocated during the previous budget period. This should
help fuel an acceleration in GDP growth in 2022, contrary to most
Western European economies. The EU’s recent decision to introduce
a “rule of law” clause in EU support conditions will not become
effective in the near-term as Hungary and Poland have acted to
delay its implementation.
On the external side, relatively resilient exports drove an increase in
the current account surplus to an estimated 3.5% of GDP last year.
This and steady capital inflows, including FDI, through-out the
pandemic, has allowed the central bank to accumulate FX reserves.
Looking ahead, we assume that rising domestic demand and higher
energy prices will lead to a recovery in imports, causing a return to a
broadly balanced current account.

The central bank raised its inflation forecast recently to 3.1% in
2021 and 2.8 percent in 2022. This would still be well below the
0.10
0.10 upper tolerance limit of the bank’s 2.5% (+/-1ppt) inflation target.
Although there is a risk that inflation will be higher than expected by
1Q-22 2Q-22
the central bank next year, we expect interest rates to be kept on
4.30
4.25
hold at 0.10% until H2 2022. Meanwhile, central bank FX
interventions in December to stave of appreciation pressures
reminded investors of the bank’s preference for an exchange rate
that supports exports and the recovery. The surplus on the current
account warrants a stronger currency. We continue to forecast a
strengthening versus the EUR in the next 12 months.
2Q-22

The government led by the conservative and nationalist Law and
Justice party (PiS) looks shaky with the junior partner United
Poland likely to pull its support for the coalition this year. Elections
are scheduled for 2023 but will probably be held earlier.
The CHF-mortgage issue represents a lingering risk for the PLN. The
Polish supreme court postponed a meeting on the CHF loans to April
13 (from March 25) due to illness. Markets have been waiting for a
decision from the court to provide a solution to the problem which
could cost the banks up to PLN 234bn (ca. 10% of GDP) in a worstcase scenario. If that were to materialise, the EUR/PLN would likely
jump sharply, potentially hitting the peak of 4.90 reached in
February 2009.
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Turkey

Turkey

Our current forecast is that USD/TRY will touch 8.50 within a month
and that that it will depreciate by roughly the same rate as inflation
(which implies USD/TRY at around 9.10-9.20 in 12 months).
However, it will be very volatile around that trend. The situation
surrounding the central bank, inflation and the TRY is very fluid and
we are likely to review our forecast frequently.

Highly fluid outlook

President Erdogan exchanged the head of the
central bank again in March 2021. The change
signals a desire to ease monetary policy to boost
growth. However, with inflation running at 15.6%
y/y, premature monetary easing would risk sending
inflation spiralling upward and the TRY downward.

Late Friday night March 19, President Erdogan replaced the
hawkish central bank governor Naci Agbal with Sahap Kavcioglu, a
self-professed opponent of high interest rates. While Kavcioglu
issued a statement the day after his appointment pledging to keep
fighting inflation, the reshuffle, coming only two days after Agbal
oversaw a 200bps rate hike, has fundamentally shaken the
credibility of the bank. The USD/TRY jumped by more than 14%
when markets opened in Asia on Monday, March 22. While the
CBRT has managed to stabilise USD/TRY around 7.92 for now,
pressure on the TRY is likely to rise in the coming weeks and
months.
After appointing an ally as the head of the central bank, President
Erdogan is likely to call the shots. The main priority for the CBRT will
be to support economic growth at the same time as it tries to
stabilise inflation below 15%. The growth model is likely to rely on a
cheap currency to promote exports and a steady flow of credit to
support consumption. However, to stabilise inflation at such a high
rate is highly unlikely to succeed.
Eventually, markets will calm down, most likely as a result of the
central bank recommitting to using interest rates as its main tool to
bring down inflation. That prospect seems far away now but faced
with a choice between using capital controls or interest rates to
control inflation, we believe that the generally pro-business AKP
and Erdogan will pick interest rates. They could let inflation
increase, but that would risk letting inflation spiral out of control.
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At this stage, the only thing we can say with high degree of certainty
when it comes to the lira is that it will be volatile and very
vulnerable to changes in global risk appetite.

Ukraine

Ukraine

Ukraine’s Q4 2020 real GDP fell by 0.7% y/y, after dropping 3.5%
y/y in Q3 2020, which corresponds to a fall in GDP by 4.2% in
2020. As a result of fairly strong growth in the base industries in
November–December 2020, GDP dynamics in Q4 turned out to be
better than expected. Strong growth was recorded in construction
and agriculture with significant contribution to relatively positive
dynamics of GDP from retail trade. According to preliminary
estimates by the Ministry of Economic Development, GDP in
January dropped by 2.6%–2.8% y/y, with negative trend in
industry, construction, agriculture and transportation. The weak
January result will likely cause GDP to decline in Q1 2021. We
expect Ukraine’s GDP to increase by roughly 5.0% in 2021.

Rising infection rate
delays recovery

The NBU raised the key rate by 50bps to 6.50% in
March and we expect additional hikes at the next
two monetary policy meetings, bringing the key
rate to 7.5% by the end of Q2. Monetary policy
tightening should keep the UAH stable vs the USD,
even strengthening it slightly provided that Ukraine
makes progress on reforms allowing the IMF to
release a second tranche of support by September.
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Consumer price inflation accelerated to 7.5% y/y in February 2021
from 6.1% in January while in 2020 inflation averaged 2.7%.
Monthly inflation in February was higher than in previous years. The
growth of food prices was mostly the result of ever increased
inflation expectations pushed up by a jump in natural gas prices for
households in the previous months, growing outlays for housing
services and transportation. The government decision “to fix” the
price of natural gas for households for February–March 2021
somewhat alleviated the growth of the consumer basket cost in
February. In addition, the prices for clothing and footwear have
been on a downward trend as the result of dwindling demand
during the pandemic. Our baseline forecast is for a further
acceleration of CPI inflation to a peak of 8.0%–8.5% in Q3 leaving
annual average inflation at 7% in 2021.
The National Bank of Ukraine (NBU) increased the key rate by
50bps to 6.5% in March after having kept at 6% for nine months.
We expect the NBU to hike the key rate to 7.0–7.5% at the next
two monetary policy meetings.
The IMF mission did not end with a revision of the SBA program or
even the signing of a preliminary agreement earlier this year due to
insufficient progress on reforms including anti-corruption, the justice
system and the natural gas market. We expect that 2Q 21 is the
most likely period for reaching a deal with the IMF to receive the
second tranche before September.
Quarantine restrictions at the beginning of the year have slightly
reduced demand for foreign currency from importers. Yet,
exporters have sold foreign currency, which has allowed the central
bank to increase FX reserves. We have also observed an increase in
local government bond investment by non-residents. Since the
beginning of the year, their portfolio has grown by UAH 13 billion.
All these factors led to the strengthening of the UAH below 28 per
USD. In the spring months, the situation in the FX market will be
favourable for the hryvnia. World prices for the main goods of
Ukrainian exports - steel, ore, grain - remain high. Grain exports will
increase after a temporary drop in the winter months due to
weather conditions, which will lead to an increase in FX earnings.
We expect 27.5–28.0 a corridor of trading in spring and gradual
revaluation to 27.00 at the end of Q2 2021.
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The BRL looks set to strengthen somewhat over the next 3–6
months, as investor risk appetite returns alongside a global
economic recovery gaining momentum in the second half of the
year. Nevertheless, we believe that risks are firmly on the
downside. The pandemic turned for the worse in March and
declining approval ratings may prompt President Bolsonaro to take
a more populist turn to stave off challenges particularly from former
President Lula on the left ahead of elections in October 2022. A
potential reversal of the surge in commodity prices also presents a
risk for the BRL.

A pivotal year
for reforms
The BRL should strengthen in 2021 as economic
growth gathers momentum in H2 and interest rates
rise. Yet, volatility will be significant. Weak public
finances and investor concerns about the pace of
reforms are the main factors holding back a
stabilisation of the BRL. If President Bolsonaro’s
approval rating deteriorates much further,
progress on reforms is likely to slow.

Brazil’s economy weathered the COVID-19 storm relatively well in
2020, declining by a relatively moderate -4.1%, compared to peers
such as Mexico which contracted by 8.2%. A key factor behind
Brazil’s performance was a large fiscal stimulus package, of which
the lion share consisted of cash handouts to low-income families.
Nevertheless, economic activity has been led by a rapid recovery in
industrial production, which returned to year-on-year growth
already in September 2020. Activity has slowed markedly in Q1 21.
Cash handouts ended at the end of last year. Also, with global
growth only gradually recovering as a result of relatively slow
vaccine production and distribution, the growth impulse from
abroad has been smaller. Yet, an extension of the support for lowincome families was approved in March and will last four months.
Also, support for corporations were also extended.
Brazil is experiencing a new wave of infection, with daily cases
setting new records on March 19 and again on March 21 prompting
new restrictions to ensure social distancing. The rise in new cases is
weighing on domestic demand especially for services, but the
vaccination program should pick up speed in the coming months,
and we expect growth to recover substantially in H2.
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Inflation has been on an upward trajectory since May 2020 and
reached 5.2% y/y in February, just below the upper limit of the
central bank’s tolerance band. The central bank, which was granted
formal independence in February after some three decades of
debates, hiked the SELIC by 75bps to 2.75% at its March meeting
and signalled that it was planning a similar-sized hike at the next
meeting in May. The BCB is having to balance the need to fight rising
inflation expectations against its desire to support growth and we
expect the bank to pause its rate hikes after May, before resuming
them again in 2022. However, risks are skewed to the upside, if
rising food and energy become entrenched.
Rate hikes will provide some support for the BRL, but although
market interest rates have climbed since July last year, they are still
historically low. The yield on a 2-year government security is
currently around 6.5% (compared to 3.2% in July 2020), but that
is still low compared to occasional swings of more than 7% in per
week in the value of the BRL.
Structural reforms are making progress in Brazil, but are slow. Yet,
with the budget deficit reaching some 10% and public debt
exceeding 90% of GDP last year, there is an increasing urgency to
implement growth generating reforms. Limited fiscal reform was
passed in Q1, but progress on administrative and tax reforms will be
key for future growth as well as investor confidence. As it stands,
low interest rates, weak public finances and investor concerns
about the pace of reforms are the main factors holding back a
stabilisation of the BRL. If President Bolsonaro’s approval rating
deteriorates much further, progress on reforms is likely to slow.
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Mexico

Mexico

We expect the MXN to strengthen in the second half of the year as
growth picks up and Banxico’s monetary easing cycle comes to an
end. A strengthening may come already in Q2, but we perceive that
risks in the near term are skewed to the downside due to rising
yields in the US, pressure on oil prices and rising global infection
rates holding back investor risk appetite.

Recovery marred
by policy risks
The Mexican economy will be supported by an
expected robust recovery in the US on the back of
the Biden administration’s fiscal support package.
We expect the growth story to prevail and boost
investor appetite especially in H2. In the near term,
the MXN is held back by a dovish Banxico and rising
US yields.

Economic activity slowed in January and February as a result of a
surge in Corona-virus infections, which has since trended
downwards, and bad weather in the northern part of the country.
Mexico has eased restrictions gradually in February and March and
is unlikely to tighten them again even if COVID-19 cases were to
jump. The vaccine rollout has been slow. Less than 5% of the
population had been inoculated as of March 21, compared to 6.4%
in Brazil and almost 45% in Chile. Easing restriction and an
expected pickup in the pace of vaccinations after new approvals
bring the number of vaccine suppliers to five should help support a
recovery in domestic demand. Industrial production is rising
modestly on a month-on-month basis but, in January and February
remained well below levels from year earlier. Nevertheless, fiscal
stimulus and strong growth in the US should help boost growth also
in Mexico in H2 this year bringing growth to around 5.0%.
One of the reasons for the relatively large drop in GDP last year
compared to Brazil was the lack of fiscal support. Very little is also
expected in 2021 with an increase in discretionary going primarily
to President Obrador’s infrastructure projects.
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Banxico paused its easing cycle (initiated in August 2019) after its
September meeting last year, but resumed it again in February.
Since then, rising inflation expectations in the US have pushed up
global interest rates, including Mexico’s. Also, data released in
March showed both headline and core inflation increasing to 3.8%
and 3.9% y/y, respectively, in February, just below the upper limit
of Banxico’s tolerance band. A further rise in inflation is likely in the
next few months on the back of minimum wage hikes and rising fuel
and food prices. The MXN weakened by almost 10% between the
end of January and March 8. While the MXN has recovered some of
the ground lost, we expect the central bank to remain on hold
throughout the remainder of 2021. However, there is a risk that the
Banxico opts for one more rate cut, which would lessen the appeal
of the MXN compared to peers, such as Brazil, but also Russia
where central banks have raised interest rates lately.
Another headwind for the MXN is the political outlook for Mexico.
While President Lopez Obrador (AMLO) is a fiscal conservative, his
desire to increase the role of the state especially in the energy
sector. A recent decision to change regulations in the electricity
sector which would benefit state-owned CFE has been put on hold
by the courts after several legal challenges by private sector firms.
However, AMLO is determined to push through the reform and will
likely either push the decision to the plenary of the supreme court
(where he should have enough votes) or change the constitution to
allow for the change. The problem is that not only would it risk
making energy even more expensive than it already is in Mexico, it
would also risk drawing sanctions from the US under the USMCA
and because state-produced electricity tend to be more carbondioxide intensive than production by private companies. Central
bank reform has been put on hold for now but is another risk.
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South Africa

South Africa

The ZAR was the second-best performing EM currency (among the
currencies that we follow) after the MXN between March 23, 2020
and March 23, 2021. In that time, the ZAR appreciated by almost
20% against the USD. We do not expect it to repeat that feat in
2021. Judging by the ZAR’s REER, it is now close to its 50-year
trendline, and in that sense close to fair value. We expect USD/ZAR
(now 14.85) to test 14.00 over the coming months on the back of
higher commodity prices and decent global risk appetite. However,
the pair will not move sustainably below that level as the
commodity rally will level out. In addition, the SARB will hike
interest rates at a more measured pace compared to peers which
will reduce the ZAR’s carry appeal.

No repeat of last
year’s performance
The ZAR will be supported by a lingering current
account surplus, high commodity prices and rising
domestic interest rates. However, gains this year
will be more moderate compared to last year and
subject to both political risks and macroeconomic
setbacks.
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Real GDP fell by 6.9% last year, primarily due to a sharp fall in Q2
when the government implemented a severe lockdown to slow the
spread of the corona virus. While activity recovered quickly in Q3,
GDP in Q4 was still 4.1% smaller than in Q4 2019. Available data
for January and February point to a flattening out of growth at a low
level, held back by renewed restrictions that were finally rolled
back partially at the end of January. A surge in infections in
December and January were driven by a domestic (so far),
apparently more virulent mutation of the virus. The wave has
abated as of the second half of March, but South Africa’s
vaccination program has been very slow to get off the ground. In
March, less than 1% of the population had been inoculated, and
South Africa is unlikely to achieve herd immunity before the middle
of 2022. The lack of vaccines makes the economy and the ZAR
vulnerable to another surge in cases.
Inflation moderated to 2.9% y/y in February from 3.2% in January,
but looks set to rise to around 5% by May driven primarily by higher
taxes on fuel. Inflation should stay around the 5% level throughout
the remainder of the year. In response, we expect the SARB to hike
its policy rate by 100bps to 4.50% by the end of Q3. Additional
hikes are possible if US yields continue to rise and other EM
economies hike more than expected, which would put downward
pressure on the ZAR and upward pressure on prices.
The Covid-19 pandemic has hit South Africa’s government finances
hard. Nevertheless, in its February budget for FY 2021/22, the
government lowered its projected peak in debt to 88.9% in FY
2025/26 from 95.3% last October. The projections are based on a
reduction of public sector wage costs and an improvement in
revenue collections. If the government fails to put public finances on
a sustainable footing, market interest rates are will rise and the ZAR
would become more volatile. Failure to move forward with reforms,
including of energy and the electricity sector specifically, stateowned enterprises more generally and with moves to fight
corruption present a major risk to our outlook.
One key factor behind the ZAR’s strong performance last year was
the current account, which moved from a deficit of 3.0–3.5% of
GDP before corona to a surplus of 2% in 2020. With South Africa
lagging trading partners in the vaccination process, domestic
demand growth will lag, which, together with high commodity prices
will keep the current account in surplus and provide support for the
ZAR throughout most of 2021.
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